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Bacteria will be the means to our ends. Bacteria has come to take it all Back with sordid tales from the

invisible world. 12 MP3 Songs ROCK: Modern Rock, ROCK: Funk Rock Details: Formed in 1990 after

performing all over North America with Moev(Atlantic) front man , the Late Dean Russell and guitar

sideman A. Stewart, the hard drinking hard hitting musicians had such a hell of a great time performing

for sold out venues with Dutch Goth god Xymox that 8 months later, the Duo carved out the blistering

dark album "Identification"(1990) Completely recorded in a small one man studio at the infamous

Vancouver drug corner Hastings and Carrall street (the poorest postal code in Canada.) This 9 song

collection became a work of corrupt musical mystery. Though limited in its distribution and only charting in

various college station across Canada, it is hidden gem. With just a few university and art shows

entertainment live performances did not go smooth and the duo satisfied their art and stomachs busking

in the anti buskings city streets of Vancouver, selling cassettes and subsisting on pizza and beer. Sadly,

Russell's involvement ended in 1992 as Dean withdrew himself from public performances and his fight for

life ended in 1994. There were some impromptu recording made in 1993 at Stewart's home studio in Kits,

Mostly just live recording jams; they may just become available to the Podcast generation. A remix of the

album is on the to do list as the sessions DAT masters have disappeared along with the owner of the

studio who rumor has moved abroad.Look to hear and buy a remixed remastered version. Countless

Sessions later in 1995 a pile of song came together for "The Lost Years" Produced by top notch studio

dude Mike Landolt (Sugarcult, Mushroomhead, Maroon 5) Track one "Grey" is a funk rock techno number

that pounds the ground with cipher N.W.O. madness and polished musicianship. CheapUndwear is busy

with big beat upright bass melding with Marshall amps and siren like female vox. The track Ruthless is a

primus quality love-hate triangle intertwined with stellar drum, bass, guitar magic. Dual penetration goes
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straight for the cerebral with infectious groove and catchy chorus that sinks deep into the memory basket.

Now less talk and more listening to Bacteria.
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